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EDITORIAL
1988 is proving to be quite a Fuji year as far as our
Association is concerned and we are most grateful to them
for providing opportunities and services. What for 1989?
As you know from our last conference , J~rome Perkins is
taking over the editorship of the journal, so may I make
a request on his behalf. Please contribute articles for
i ncl usi on.
Don~ t be shy, do it now!
Perhaps tell us
something ~bout your job - it might be commonp 1ace to
you, but there is bound to be many who would benefit from
your experiences.
Perhaps you would like to comment on the education
available to would ~e photographers, the ways photography
could be used in fields yet untapped or perhaps to relate
a special experience - you know, the "once in a life
time" job. What ever it is let Jerome have it.
I believe illustrated articles are preferable and can
certain 1y reduce the amoLmt of writing you would
otherwise have to do and of course that is what our
business is about - images.
Just as a reminder to you, don~ t forget that .we are
always pleased to see you in the British Museum or any of
the other Museums and Galleries if you are coming to town
- just gi v·e us a call first and I am sure a tour round
the department and an exchange of information would be
forthcoming.
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FUll NEws ·
e
e
e

CASES TO SPEC
e HANGERS
LAMPS
e GUILLOTINES & CUTTERS
DARKROOM & LAB EQUIPMENT

Further to the recent successful open day at our London
offices in Swiss Cottage~ we would like to take thi.s
opportunity of thanking all of those who attended.
We
trust that the event was not only informative in learning
a 1i ttle more of what Fuji manufactures in the way of
cameras~
emulsions and equipment; but was also an
opportunity for some members of your newly formed
association to meet and discuss matters of a common
interest in an i nf or mal setting. We hope that you wi 11
support future events sponsored by ourselves with similar
enthusiasm.

DON'T FORGET TO TRY US FIRST -

- IF YOU CAN'T SEE IT, 'PHONE US!
e
e

DUPE NUMBERS
STUDIO STANDS

e DID SLIDES
e SLIDE STORAGE

HOLDERS

Congratulates

The Association of Historical
and Fine Art Photographers
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Dear Members,

We would remind all members that Fuji are supporting this
years annual conference to be held at the National
Gallery in October, in which we intend to mount an
exhibition of delegates work.
Finally, myself and my colleagues at Fuji trust that your
association goes from strength to strength~ and you have
the assurance of our cent i nued support.
If anybody has
any ideas in which they feel we may wish to have some
involvement, please do not hesitate to contact us. Also,
if any member of the association requires any Fuji
Professional Fi 1m products to field test against their
current material, please contact me at our Swindon
office. It would be nice to be writing about a different
project with your association in every addition of your
magazine, let's hear from you!

Trevor Drake
Southern Area Sales Manager
FUJIMEX PROFESSIONAL DIVISION
i•,
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ARCHAEOLOGIC.AL PHOTOGRAPHY
Would anyone interested in the formation of a sub-group
. of the As soc: i at ion to cover the above subject, c:ontac:t
Alan Hills~ Photo Service, British Museum, (01-636-1555 x
644).
I en vi sage that the group would address itself more to
the problems of being an archaeological photographer
rather than the tec:hni c:al detai 1s of photography.
For
instance, the problem of the logistics of the job,
handling of equipment and materials in often hostile
environments, dealing with customs and other officials in
various countries, problems of supply and relations with
local people overseas, etc:.

JESSOP PHOTO CENTRE
67-69 NEW OXFORD ST
LONDON WC1
TELEPHONE 01 240 9306 PBOTOGBI'TBBS

TeleTape Video Ltd
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CAMERAS

12 Golden Square, London W1R 3AF
Telephone: 01-434 3311 (10 Lines)
Telex: 28593 TTY UK
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Polaroi
INSTANT FILMS AND

T ~~ &r CCTV Systems
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TeleTape Video, ·distributors
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Supplyers of fine photograbic equipment to
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The Association of Historical
and Fine Art Photographers
I . . - c..ua c..tre
Lovell House
North Street, Leeds LS2 7PN

I . . - Caaua Ceatn
16 & 20-22 Brunswiclc Centre
London WCl IAN

Providing Service to

The Association of Historical
·and Fine Art Photographers

Telephone: (0532) 456313/456370 Telephone: 01-833 166111641
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CONDITION

THE CONSERVATION OF AN ALBUM
OF PHOTOGRAPHS ·BY ROGER FENTON

In 1853 the Trustees of the British Museum established a
small photographic studio and darkroom on the Museum
premises~
and
commissioned the
eminent
Victorian
photographer Roger Fenton (1819 - 1869) to begin a record
of the Museum~s collections. He began with the Assyrian
clay tablets in 1854 and over the next six years he and
his team photographed several hundred objects, producing
thousands of copy prints which were offered for sale to
the public.
Several years ago a 1 arge 1eat her bound vel ume came to
light in a basement store in the Museum~s Central
Archives. The volume proved to be an album containing 51
British Museum photographs by Fenton, comprising studies
of natural hi story specimens, Roman sculpture and 01 d
Master drawings.
This group of photographs was an
important record of the work of one of the first
professional photographers to work for a National Museum.
DESCRIPTION
Forty of the photographs were salted paper prints,
contact printed from collodion wet-plate negatives, gold
toned, and mounted on thick white paper, with the title
printed below CFig.l).
These sheets were, in turn,
pasted along one edge to thin strips of paper bound into
the album.
The other eleven prints were albumen paper
prints, probably dating from 1858/9.
6

The condition of the photographs was fairly good,
considering. they had been stored in an uncontrolled
basement environment for many decades.
Several of the
prints were faded to a greater of lesser extent through
the ~ffects of atmospheric pollutant gases, particularly
around the edges where the air had greater access (Figs
"'
d :-'.
'?)
However, many retained a remarkable density in•
"an
the m1d and deep tone areas, possessing a soft velvety
purple black tone. There was evidence of a whitish mould
growth on a few of the printsa
The condi~ion of th~ mounts was not so good~ with foxing,
surface d1rt and d1scoloration~ particLllarly around the
edge~.
~n t~e ce~tre of the volume the pages had warped,
lett1ng 1n a1r wh1ch carried dirt and mould spores. This
h~d been followed by an invasion of silverfish, which had
n1bbled away the mount paper in the dirtiest areas (Fig.
4) • FortLlnatel y the prints themselves were not damaged
by this infestation.
The structure of the binding had deteriorated beyond
repair, with both front and back covers detached~ spine
1oose, and 1eat her . badly decayed~ shedding orange dust
whenever it was touched.
It was therefore decided in
discussion with the Museum Archivist that the volume
should be dismantled and the prints mounted individually.
TREATMENT
The first task was to remove loose surface dirt by gentle
brushing with a -soft brush and use of a vinyl eraser for
~ore stubborn marks on the mount on 1 y.
Vinyl is chosen
1~ preference t.o rLlbber because of the risk of leaving
t1ny crumb~ beh1nd - the sulphur present in rubber might
cause fad1ng spots on the print.
Mould debris was
removed with the aid of a miniature suction device.
It was desi r ab 1e to wash the moLmt s ~ to remove sol ub 1e
discoloration, but it was· felt that washing
m1 ~ht be harmful to the sal ted paper prints, which were
or1ginally sized with water-soluble starch.
It was not
a~ids and
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possible to separate the prints from the mounts as an
insoluble mounting adhesive had been used. Accordingly,
the mounted prints were floated, face up, on a water bath
<containing a few drops of Kodak Photoflo 600 as wetting
agent) for a few hours. After a short while the margins
only were brushed with water to promote wetting, leaving
the print surface dry <Fig. 5).
This reduced the
staining and lightened the fox marks to some extent.
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After air-drying and pressing~ the photographs were
finally mounted in hinged window mounts made of
photographic archival quality (ie acid free and sulphLtr
free> cardboard, with an overlay of polyester film to
protect the surface of the prints from abrasion <Fig. 6).
For further protection they will eventually be stored in
solander boxes, in the Museum 1 s new Archives Room.
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All the illustrations are published by courtesy of the
Trustees of the British Museum.
My thanks go to
Miss K J Wall ace, · Museum Arc hi vi st, for mLtch patience,
and to Mr E G Harding, Head of Western Pi c:tor i al Art
conservation for continued support and guidance.
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For more information on Roger Fenton and his work at the
British Museum, see:
Crimble
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HANNAVY, J
Roger Fenton of
Gordon Fraser 1975, Chapter 4.
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HOPLEY, A
Roger Fenton - Goodbye to Bloombury, British
Museum Society Bulletin <March 1979>, 19-23.
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ALAN DONNITHORNE
Senior Conservator
British Museum
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Fig 3 Bust of Minerva. Edge fading caused
by atmospheric pollutant gases.
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Fig 4 Study of Virgin and Child with
Cat,by da Vinci. Damage caused
by silverfish (b left and t left)
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THE COMMERCIAL
PICTURE LIBRARY
BY John Easterly

Every day, throughout the world, count 1ess millions of
pictures are used.
Advertisements, books, magazines,
record sleeves, calendars, audio-visual presentations,
jigsaw puzzles,
partworks,
posters,
greeting cat-ds,
travel and promotional brochures and leaflets all go
towards creating an unquenchable demand for ever greater
numbers of pictures.

Of the many pictu~es used each day~ su~prisingly few have
actually been commissioned by their respective users. To
illustrate this point~ consider· how impractical it would
be for a small travel company to send a photographer to
all the far off countries with which it might have
business associations~ in m-det- to comp i 1 e the annual
brochure.
All
of
you,
lt'Jitt-·, your
e>:per-ience in
photography wi 11 realise that by simply being in the
••right•• place with your camera by no means guarantees a
satisfactory result.
The weathe~ may be unfavourable, a prominent bu1ldinq may
be CO\.ter·ed !rJith scaffolding~ the concept may call for a
snow covet-ed scene in the middle of summer- or- it may
simply take too long to ar~ange the !::.hoot.
In these
cases, and in many othe~s, the picture library fulfils a
unique role; for it is able to draw on stocks which often
rep~esent
the results fr-om a numbet- of assignment~. by
different photographers to any one place.
With the p~esent high standa~d of Photo-library pictures
or
Stock photogr·aph·y, it is no~rJ entirely proper to
regard the picture library as an alternative to the
commi s~-i oned photogt- a ph.
Indeed,
in recent years,
numerous at.-Jards in the ct-eat i ·ve and advet-t ising world
have been won for advertisements in which stock pictures
have been used.
11
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Those of you involved in travelling to far off and out of
the way places are in a unique position to obtain
pictures that may otherwise be too expensive for a great
many picture users to obtain through commissioned work.
On the other hand don~t neglect your own respective
environments vJhet-e libt-ar·y' ~matet-ia.l~ is all around ·~lOU ..
Your involvement with museums, their interests and
exhibits could well provide excellent opportunity for the
acquisition of stock pictw-es..
As long as it doesn~t
infringe on your employers rights~ m- take up the time
they have paid )lOU for~ most of you are in a . unique
position of strength to obtain pi ctu~es of subjects and
locations which
are genet-ally
off-limits to
most
photographers.
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It is the pictures that we have for sale that determine
our success~ which is why trJe are always inter-ested in
seeing new ~·Jot- k, either by established photoqt- aphers or
by nev-JComers.
If yow- pictures ar-e good, then trJe can
offer a se~ling service that is second to none.
PICTURES THAT SELL
All sorts of people buy all sorts oi= pictures for- all
s.orts of applications and reasons;.
Put. like that., it
might seem that there is no real ~>'Jay of telling what
would or what vmuld not sell, and it is per+ectl·y' true
that a picture that suits one client trJell Y.Jill lea···./e
another cold, even if they have requested the same
subject in writing.
Nevertheless, it is possible to make
some useful generalisations.
First and foremost, no picture 1s going to sell unless it
gets in ft-ont of the potenti2.l buyer.
Quite honest!·~/~
~.orne tt-ul y rotten pi ctun::;·::. ha··.,..e been reproduced~ simp l··/
because the user h~s not seen any alternatives.
This is
trJher-e acti 'v'e ~.ell i ng comes into it~
oLn- br-ochur·es forexample are sent to thousands of potential markets , and
we
attend
national
and
international
fairs
and
e/hibitions so that our name 1::. one of tht:~ · first that
people think of when they require pictures.
Fotobank has also recognised during recent years the
importance of
efficient working methods within the
librarv.
Eight years
ago~
in order
to incr-ease
efficiency~ the decision v-Jas taken to fully computet- i se
our l ibt-a.r-y.
Since that date, ltJe have formed our ovm
Computer Softv-Jat-e company and de\,eloped the defini ti VP
Picture Libr-ary Management system.
Naturally the system
is ~"\lot-king in our otrm library~ as trJell as ha\,ring been
installed in others, most notably the National Trust
Picture
Libt-ary,
TODAY
Nelr'Jspapers
and
Nett.-\lm-k
Photographers.
Because different people like different things; when
shooting with stock in mind, tt-y to shoot a vat-iety of
versions of the same subject..
For instance, lr'Ji th and
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without people, with and without cars, during the day, at
sunset/rise and even at night.
To take this way of
thinking further, some of our photographers take the
trouble to photograph the same view from exactly the same
angle during each of the four seasons and in the extremes
of all ~·Jeathers ~
Some photogt- aphers dec 1 de to vie~'=' picture l i br C~.ri es as
places trJhere they can ditch their- !!surplus~~ pictures. Of
these people, few are accepted as contributors, and those
who do manage to slip through, rar~ly benefit from
e}:tensi ve sa.les.
For the stock prmtogr-a.phet- to succeed,
·~/he must
be a~rJare~ ma\tbe more so than in an':/ other
photographic field, . of ·~isual trends and st\ltles of the
et-a.
Successful stock photoqraphy can be likened to having the
ability to p~oduc~ picfur~s · which are acceptable and even
,..... .._rr~1-.+-1
'P . 1. n r=l ''~~O.,..l d whPre a hi qh orop·m-t
ion of images
.'111!-.1:::''- ·. t.- 1. ,"/r
at-e the t-esul t o~= the combined input of Art Di t-ectors ~
Stvlists~ Co-ordinators, make-up artists, Picture Editors
and of .course the F'hotoqr- aphers.
For many years in
America, Stock Photography has been accepted as an
essentia.l part of the media ~-Jor·ld.
Although Bt-itish and
European Stock Photography has some way to go before it
is accepted in the same way as in America it is in every
s.ense of the ~-Jord a "gro!.'Jth industr-y.
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To those of you who are involved in travelling, whether
nationally o~ internationally, we would suggest that
roughly .adhet-inq
to
the
follo\r'Jing
guidelines
will
genuinely help ~ou to take pictures which could be
effectively mar~eted by a photo-library •••. preferably
\Ji si onbank ~ ~
1)
CAPITAL CITIES:
Generally the capital city is the
first place we ar-e asked for when dealing ~·Jith requests
for +m-eign countt-ies.
Therefore, it is important that
we are able to have stocks of pictures which cover the
following:
i )

All well known or nationally impor-tant Land Marks.

15

ii)

Places of Government~ A1 r-ports~ ~1useums, Statues~
Squares~
At-t Galler-ies, Theatres, Bir-th-places of the
famous~ Shops~ Cultural Centres and Mar-kets.
iii)

Financ ia l areas, Stockmarkets, National Banks etc.

All tourist attr-actions.
When people are in shot~
it is absoJ. utt:~l y essential that the-y' do not 1 ook shabby
or out of place- otherwise the picture will never sell.
i\;)

v)

Important, Ancient or Futuristic architecture
including major Churches, Cathedrals and Abbeys.

vi)

Local festivals ~ with detail to national dress.

3)

PEOPLE:

i )

National costume.

(Pr-eferabl~

i i)
Hal i day t·1akers. This is an a t-ea well worth taking
time over~ ~ince ~Je make substantial sales of pictur-es
depicting families on the beach, walking~ playing games
and gener-ally doing what one does on holidays.
Ho~Jevet- ~
the people must look heal tiT/~ !3.t tractive and unposed.
If
shooting close-up~ it is also essential that the subjects
are clean and not looking unkempt -· the hair- can often
let a picture down badly, by being un~Jashed m- simply
unbr-ushed although a tousled look is of~en pr-ef er-r-ed for
a ~holiday~ shot.
i ii )
F' eop 1 e i n Un i for-ms
Butcher-, Waiter etc.

viii) Parks & Gardens .
Military Parades.

(Rather risky in USSR!>

Transport systems.
~d )
Skyl in e=:. - a.t tent i em should b e paid to l i qht i nq
conditions, with a variety ·of lightinq situation::. and
vantage points pt-e·fer-able.
(Dusk, B~-ight Sun with Blue
Sk·y, Sunset)

2)

AGRICULTURE:

i)
Typical crops and produce.
(Such as the grape in
wine producing countries and livestock in places such as
New Zealand).

i i)
All stages of -a particular crop, from sov-Ji ng to
hat-·v'est i ng and even possi bl ~l, in the case of crops like
the grape~ the confinuing process of wine, champagne and
brandy making.
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i e.

Police,

Army,

Post~

iv )
Occupations.
People of the same pr-ofession often
l ook r-emarkably dissimilar according to nationality.
\/)
etc.

4)

Getting to

work~

tt-a\lelling~

indulging in sport

OUT OF THE CITY:

i )
All well
known
associated with tourism.

places~

those

ii)
t-1otor-ways- though please tt-y to use imagination
when photographing such a mundane subject.
iii)
The 1 and.
E;.:per-i ment ~rJi th 1 ong and PC 1 enses if
possible.
Graduated ND Filter-s are also very useful to
avoid bleached out sky.
i

v)

\i)

iii)
F'arti cul ar attenti em to 1 oca.l
and nationa l
tradition.
Such as the process of making Pate de Foi
Gras in France, Sausages in Germany, Pasta in Italy and
so on.

not static)

Industrial Areas.
Por-ts, both Fishing and Industrial.

The ver-v rouqh details above will hopefully help those of
you who , are ~nterested in stock photography to work more
efficiently and produce pictures which will be mor-e
commer-cially successful.
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Perhaps the two most important points to be constC~.nt 1 y
aware of are technical and compositional quality.
Rather
than go into detail about these, the relevance of these
two areas can be illustrated by recognising that pictures
from a photo-l i tw at-'/ will be judged in the same way if
not more harshly than the work of top professionals.
Badly underexposed or overexposed pictures will never be
con~-idered by any 1 ibrar':l·
Pictw-es in photo-l ibr·ar·ies
are not simply records of interesting or distant places~
the·)" an::~ on
the
commet-ci Et.l
ft-ont-l i ne
and must
consequent 1·'/ be puncrt'y', atmo·:;pher· i c in tune ~-Ji th vi suc:i.l
trends of the era.
Final 1 y 1 et me sa·y' that tht-: sta+ + at './i si on bank
al wa·-ys t.>Ji ll i ng to help trJi th enquiries that ·y ou ma·y'
re gar-ding submissions of wm- k.
Should ·you wish to
things a stage fut-ther~ please call u~., mentioning
article, on the following numbers:
1

VJe look for~Jard
submissions.

(1500-1559)

"We speak English to Video
Time for our professional
video requirements"

ar-e
ha··-le
take
this

British Museum
(1986)
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Charles V Holy Roman Emperor
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"I speak Ladn to my God,
Spanish to my wife,
French to my mistress,
and German to my horse."

to hearing

from you and recei..,ling 'y' OUr

_TCL extend their continual support to

The Association of Historical
and Fine Art Photographers

TECHNICAL COLOUR LABORATORIES LTD:
1-3 BERRY STREET CLERKENWELL ROAD
LONDON EC1V OAA TEL: 01-2531614
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NOTES FOR CONTRffiUTORS
The

Editor

welcomes contributions on all aspects of
work but it would be helpful if contributors
would bear in mind the following guidelines;
associates~

All contributions should be typewritten in double spacing
on one side of the paper.
Give wide margins, 1

in on the left, 1 in on the right.

Those of you with word _processors would you please LISe
either 10 or 12 pitch, non-proportionally spaced and with
no right hand justification.
Put your name and addre~s on the top right hand corner of
the first page, number each page as page x or y and type
END at the end of your article.
It is hoped that these notes will not deter any would be
contributors b1.1t they wi 11 make life easier for yo1.1r
hard-pressed Editor.
Jerome Perkins
British Museum
/
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T-TIME
Until now, a photographer working in black and white had a choice. Extremely nne grain or
high speed. Now 'Kodak' T-MAX Professional Films have taken the choice away.
For the ftrst time, Kodak have applied their state-of- the-art T-grain emulsion technology to
b lack and white camera films.
It's been hailed as the greatest breakthrough in emulsion science in ftfty years. It's certainly
the greatest breakthrough in black and white photography.
'Kodak'T-MAX Professional Films exhibit a very wide exposure latitude: they can be pushed
one stop with no need for compensation. They also give you the best of both worlds - extremely
ftne grain and high speed . You no longer have to choose. So, whatever the
subject, there can be no other choice than 'Kodak' T-MAX Professional Film.

KODAK'T-MAX'PROFESSIONAL BLACK & WHITE FILM

